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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this booked the crossover
series by online. You might not require more era to spend to go to the ebook start as capably
as search for them. In some cases, you likewise get not discover the revelation booked the
crossover series that you are looking for. It will no question squander the time.
However below, once you visit this web page, it will be hence categorically simple to get as
well as download guide booked the crossover series
It will not acknowledge many era as we accustom before. You can pull off it though
undertaking something else at house and even in your workplace. thus easy! So, are you
question? Just exercise just what we manage to pay for below as without difficulty as
evaluation booked the crossover series what you with to read!
Kwame Alexander reads an extract from BookedPoet’s novel turns young sports lovers into
book lovers Crossover - Official Trailer The Crossover: Third Quarter BOOKED by Kwame
Alexander PT. 1 (pg. 1-75) Read Aloud / Audiobook
The Crossover: First QuarterKwame Alexander - full interview The Crossover by Kwame
Alexander reading Kwame Alexander on \"Booked\" at the 2016 L.A. Times Festival of Books
Kwame Alexander on \"Booked\" at the 2016 National Book Festival BOOKED by Kwame
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Alexander PT. 2 (pg. 76-135) Read Aloud / Audiobook The Power of Yes | Kwame Alexander |
TEDxHerndon
Team Teen: Cartoon Heroes Unite | Every Episode So Far | 30 Min. Cartoon Crossover!The
Next Years of Comic Books on Disney Plus The Crossover: Second Quarter Top 15
Arrowverse Crossover episodes (Updated) Watch the trailer for THE CROSSOVER: GRAPHIC
NOVEL now! The Crossover by Kwame Alexander Review 17 Best TV Show Crossover
Episodes Top 10 Arrowverse Crossover Episodes Comic books speculation - It is Different
This Time? Top 10 Weirdest Comic Book Crossovers The Crossover Book Talk Book TalkFirst Chapter Friday: \"The Crossover\" by Kwame Alexander Booked by Kwame Alexander
Crossover Book Trailer Kwame Alexander Book Launch
Booked (Audiobook) by Kwame AlexanderThe Crossover Book Trailer The Crossover by
Kwame Alexander / Book Review Booked The Crossover Series
Booked (The Crossover Series) Hardcover – Illustrated, April 5, 2016 by Kwame Alexander
(Author) › Visit Amazon's Kwame Alexander Page. Find all the books, read about the author,
and more. See search results for this author. Are you an author? Learn about Author Central.
Kwame ...
Amazon.com: Booked (The Crossover Series) (9780544570986 ...
Kwame Alexander is a poet, educator, and the New York Times best-selling author of more
than thirty-five books, including Rebound, the follow-up to his Newbery medal–winning middle
grade novel, The Crossover.Some of his other works include Booked, which was longlisted for
the National Book Award, The Playbook: 52 Rules to Help You Aim, Shoot, and Score in this
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Game of Life, Swing, and the ...
Amazon.com: Booked (The Crossover Series) (9781328596307 ...
Rebound, The Crossover, Booked, and The Crossover. Home; My Books; ... The Crossover
Series. 2 primary works • 4 total works. Book 0.5. Rebound. by Kwame Alexander. 4.29 · 9913
Ratings · 1288 Reviews · published 2018 · 10 editions. ... Kwame Alexander's The Crossover
is brought to ...
The Crossover Series by Kwame Alexander - Goodreads
In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and
friendship, take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) | Kepler's Books
In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and
friendship, take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) | Village Books ...
Buy a cheap copy of Booked (The Crossover Series) . Free shipping over $10. Skip to content.
Search Button. Categories Collectibles Movies & TV Blog Share to Facebook. Share to
Pinterest. Share to Twitter. ISBN: 1432876759. ISBN13: 9781432876753. Booked [Large Print]
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Rated 0.00 stars. No Customer Reviews ...
Booked (The Crossover Series)
Much like his Newbery Award-winning The Crossover, Kwame Alexander’s Booked is a novelin-verse about a sports-crazy teen negotiating life on and off the field. And like his other books,
it’s dramatic, engagingly written, frequently funny, and ideal for reluctant middle-school
readers.
a book review by Bruce Hale: Booked (The Crossover Series)
Booked (The Crossover Series) BRAND NEW Paperpack. Condition is "Brand New". Shipped
with USPS Priority Mail. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling.
This item will ship to United States, but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Booked (The Crossover Series) BRAND NEW Paperpack | eBay
The Crossover Series. FRESH STORIES. Kwame Alexander's NYT Bestseller and Newbery
Medal winning The Crossover is vividly brought to life as a graphic novel with stunning
illustrations by star talent Dawud Anyabwile. See the Bell family in a whole new light through
Anyabwile's dynamic illustrations as the brothers' winning season unfolds, and the world as
they know it begins to change.
The Crossover Series | HMH Books
"A novel about a soccer-obsessed tween boy written entirely in verse? In a word, yes. Kwame
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Alexander has the magic to pull off this unlikely feat, both as a poet and as a storyteller. " — The
Chicago TribuneCan’t nobody stop youCan’t nobody cop you…In this follow-up to Newberywinner The Crossover, soccer, family, love, and friendship take center stage. Twelve-year-old
Nick learns the ...
Booked (The Crossover Series) | sankofa-dc
The Crossover is a novel-in-verse about Josh, a.k.a. Filthy (narrator) and his twin brother
Jordan (J.B.), junior high school students who both love basketball. Basketball jargon
throughout the narrative doubles as narrative detail; for example, the titular crossover is not
only a basketball maneuver, but also significant phrasing within the story.
The Crossover by Kwame Alexander - Goodreads
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) By Kwame Alexander. $16.99. Add to Wish List.
Usually Ships in 1-5 Days. Staff Reviews. Dad demands (and thinks it’s best). Mom competes
(but yearns for more). Coby dribbles (and is there for his friend).
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) | Boswell Book ...
In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and
friendship, take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) | Books & Books
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In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and
friendship, take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) | Anderson's ...
In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and
friendship, take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Booked (The Crossover Series) | IndieBound.org
In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and
friendship, take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) | SQUARE BOOKS
Kwame Alexander is a poet, educator, and the New York Times Bestselling author of more
than 35 books, including Rebound, the follow-up to his, Newbery medal-winning middle grade
novel, The Crossover.Some of his other works include Booked, which was longlisted for the
National Book Award, The Playbook: 52 Rules to Help You Aim, Shoot, and Score in this
Game of Life, Swing, and the picture books ...
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Paperback) | pages: a bookstore
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In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and
friendship, take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Booked (The Crossover Series) (Hardcover) | Titcomb's Bookshop
"The Crossover is destined to reach—and touch—readers who never gave basketball or poetry a
second thought until now. It’s tough, muscular writing about a tender, unguarded heart."
—BookPage "[Alexander]'s at the top of his poetic game in this taut, complex tale of the
crossover from brash, vulnerable boy to young adult." —Washington Post

Like lightning/you strike/fast and free/legs zoom/down field/eyes fixed/on the checkered ball/on
the goal/ten yards to go/can’t nobody stop you/can’t nobody cop you... Twelve-year-old Nick is
a football-mad boy who absolutely hates books. In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel
The Crossover, football, family, love, and friendship take centre stage as Nick tries to figure out
how to navigate his parents’ break-up, stand up to bullies, and impress the girl of his dreams.
These challenges – which seem even harder than scoring a tie-breaking, game-winning goal –
change his life, as well as his best friend’s. This energetic novel-in-verse by the poet Kwame
Alexander captures all the thrills and setbacks, the action and emotion of a World Cup match.
A middle-grade novel in verse follows the experiences of twin basketball stars Josh and
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Jordan, who struggle with challenges on and off the court while their father ignores his
declining health. 20,000 first printing.
From the New York Times best-selling author Kwame Alexander comes Rebound, the dynamic
prequel to his Newbery Award–winning novel in verse, The Crossover. Before Josh and Jordan
Bell were streaking up and down the court, their father was learning his own moves. Chuck
Bell takes center stage as readers get a glimpse of his childhood and how he became the jazz
music worshiping, basketball star his sons look up to. A novel in verse with all the impact and
rhythm readers have come to expect from Kwame Alexander, Rebound goes back in time to
visit the childhood of Chuck "Da Man" Bell during one pivotal summer when young Charlie is
sent to stay with his grandparents where he discovers basketball and learns more about his
family's past.
In this Newbery Medal–winning middle grade novel in verse, twelve-year-old twins and
basketball stars Josh and Jordan Bell must learn to deal with problems on and off the court as
they navigate homework, first crushes, family and, of course, basketball. "With a bolt of
lightning on my kicks . . .The court is SIZZLING. My sweat is DRIZZLING. Stop all that
quivering. Cuz tonight I’m delivering," announces dread-locked, 12-year old Josh Bell. He and
his twin brother Jordan are awesome on the court. But Josh has more than basketball in his
blood, he's got mad beats, too, that tell his family's story in verse, in this fast and furious middle
grade novel of family and brotherhood from Kwame Alexander. Josh and Jordan must come to
grips with growing up on and off the court to realize breaking the rules comes at a terrible
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price, as their story's heart-stopping climax proves a game-changer for the entire family.
In this inspirational two-color book full of poetry and inspiring lessons about the rules of life,
Newbery Medal–winning Kwame Alexander shares his own poetic and uplifting words plus
quotes from all-star athletes like Stephen Curry and Venus Williams and other wonderfully
influential figures like Sonia Sotomayor and Michelle Obama. What can we imagine for our
lives? What if we were the star players, moving and grooving through the game of life? What if
we had our own rules of the game to help us get what we want, what we aspire to, what will
enrich our lives? Illustrated with photographs by Thai Neave, The Playbook is intended to
provide inspiration on the court of life. Each rule contains wisdom from inspiring athletes and
role models such as Nelson Mandela, Serena Williams, LeBron James, Carli Lloyd, Steph
Curry, and Michelle Obama. Kwame Alexander also shares his own stories of overcoming
obstacles and winning games in this motivational and inspirational book for readers of any age
and for anyone needing a little bit of encouragement. You gotta know the rules to play the
game. Ball is life. Take it to the hoop. Soar.
A collection of three powerful poems that take on racism and Black resistance in America by
New York Times best-selling author Kwame Alexander. Includes an introduction by the author.
A picture book celebrating grandmas and all that makes them "magic", ideal for fans of How to
Babysit a Grandma. "When a child is born, a grandma is born too. Grandmas aren't like regular
grown-ups. Grandmas are filled with magic." In this charming picture book tribute to grandmas,
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a grandma's magic bursts through the door as soon as she comes to visit and can be seen in
every wonderful thing she does: playing, exploring, baking, gardening, and in all the many
ways a grandma and grandchild connect. Filled with adorable scenes featuring a diversity of
grandmas and their grandkids, this is a book that will families can enjoy together. Grandmas
will love snuggling with their grandchildren as they share their love and "magic" through
cuddles, kisses, and many repeat readings.
When a jazz-loving rooster sets his sights on winning a barnyard talent show, he realizes he
can't do it as a solo act. He's up against the talents of Mules Davis's cool duo and Ella
Finchgerald's singing group. Acoustic Rooster calls on friends like pianist Duck Ellington,
singer Bee Holiday, and percussionist piggy Pepe Ernesto Cruz. Together, the foursome
makes beautiful music as they rock the barnyard. And while they may not win first prize,
Acoustic Rooster realizes he has the world's best jazz band and that's all that matters. Colorful
artwork from artist Tim Bowers (Memoirs of a Goldfish) ensures this story doesn't miss a beat.
A glossary of musical terms and instruments rounds out this perfect introduction to jazz for
young readers. Kwame Alexander is a poet, publisher, and an award-winning producer of
literary programs. He has written for television, the stage, and authored 13 books. He conducts
writing/publishing workshops at schools and conferences throughout the country. Kwame lives
in the Washington, D.C. area. Tim Bowers has illustrated more than 25 children's books,
garnering such awards as the Chicago Public Library's "Best of the Best" list. His work for
Sleeping Bear includes First Dog and First Dog's White House Christmas. Tim lives in
Granville, Ohio.
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Solo by Kwame Alexander and Mary Rand Hess is a New York Times bestseller! Kirkus
Reviews said Solo is, “A contemporary hero’s journey, brilliantly told.” Through the story of a
young Black man searching for answers about his life, Solo empowers, engages, and
encourages teenagers to move from heartache to healing, burden to blessings, depression to
deliverance, and trials to triumphs. Blade never asked for a life of the rich and famous. In fact,
he’d give anything not to be the son of Rutherford Morrison, a washed-up rock star and drug
addict with delusions of a comeback. Or to no longer be part of a family known most for lost
potential, failure, and tragedy, including the loss of his mother. The one true light is his
girlfriend, Chapel, but her parents have forbidden their relationship, assuming Blade will
become just like his father. In reality, the only thing Blade and Rutherford have in common is
the music that lives inside them. And songwriting is all Blade has left after Rutherford, while
drunk, crashes his high school graduation speech and effectively rips Chapel away forever. But
when a long-held family secret comes to light, the music disappears. In its place is a letter, one
that could bring Blade the freedom and love he’s been searching for, or leave him feeling even
more adrift. Solo: Is written by New York Times bestselling author and Newbery Medal and
Coretta Scott King Book Award-winner Kwame Alexander Showcases Kwame’s signature
intricacy, intimacy, and poetic style, by exploring what it means to finally go home An
#OwnVoices novel that features a BIPOC protagonist on a search for his roots and identity
Received great reviews from Publishers Weekly, School Library Journal, Booklist, and Kirkus.
If you enjoy Solo, check out Swing by Kwame Alexander and Mary Rand Hess.
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For the first time, the Crossover series, three explosive novels in verse about sports and
family, is available in one digital boxed set. From Newbery Medal winner Kwame Alexander.
The Crossover series is now available as a digital boxed set! Follow Chuck Bell during a
pivotal childhood summer when he discovers basketball and learns about his family's past; fly
down the court with twins Josh and Jordan Bell as they discover the crossovers between
basketball, love, and life; race across the field with Nick Hall as he learns the power of words,
wrestles with problems at home, and navigates coming-of-age with all the action and emotion
of a World Cup. Celebrate this masterful, rhythmic, and heartfelt contribution to children's
literature and rediscover Kwame's electric poetry with this digital boxed set which includes
Rebound, The Crossover, and Booked.
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